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Abstract 
       

A descriptive analytical study was conducted to identify healthy life style aspects 

and find out the relationship between healthy life style and certain variables and 

generate a model that presents the variables that contribute in effectiveness of 

healthy life style aspects among middle age women who suffered from 

cardiovascular disease and receive medical services from medical popular clinics at 

Baghdad City. 

 A purposive sample of (200) middle age women with cardiovascular disease were 

selected. Data were collected through the use of the questionnaire during the period 

from the 22
th
 Aug to, 20

th
 Dec 2009. Reliability of the questionnaire was 

determined through a pilot study. Descriptive and inferential statistical procedures 

were used to analyze the data. 

The results of the study showed that the highest percentage of study sample was at 

age (45-49) years, most of them were housewives, illiterate and low socioeconomic 

status, with high parity and gravidity. Most of the study sample suffered from 

cardiovascular diseases at premenopausal age had previous hospitalization because 

of cardiovascular diseases, with high body mass index, waist circumference and 

body frame. 



The spiritual aspect was in highest grand mean of score in comparison with other 

aspects of healthy life style aspects, while the lowest grand mean of score was 

exercise. 

There was a statistical significant association between aspects of healthy life style 

and socio demographic status, reproductive characteristics, and other risk factors 

among study sample.  

There were six independent variables were found to be significant predictors that 

contribute in the effectiveness of whole healthy life style based on stepwise 

multiple regression these are: women education, continuous menstruation, previous 

hospitalization, number of dead child, previous history of diagnostic 

hyperthyroidism and degree of consanguinity.  

The study recommended routine screening, monitoring for hypertension and 

hypercholesterolemia, early detection, appropriate treatment and effective 

rehabilitation for women who had family history of cardiovascular diseases in both 

reproductive and middle age. Education on healthy life style in school curriculum, 

mass media, and nongovernmental organization to increase women awareness from 

cardiovascular diseases, with enforcing research for the promotion and protecting 

women's health. 

  

 

 

 


